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The purpose of this study was t｡ reveal the relationship between the extellt Of the碓ctive肘d or

view (ETV) and the load orthe task, and to Invcstlgate the character,sties underlying the EFV･ In most

or previous studies using the dual task method言he tasks conducted ill the (-tral arld peripheraI触ds

were independent杭)m each other and the lnagnilude o白ask load had l一〇t been demed clearly･

consldering about these polnts･ symmetry-discrimi-tion was used as dual tasks for the central and

peripheral vision, whlle the magnitude or the task load was measured by a dig-mmat")A reaction time･

It was found 血a″ there was a close relationship belwee.1 the task load and the extent of the EFV, and that

a spodight analogy was approprlat誼正nterpretlng the characteristlCS Of the EFV･ The obtained shape

｡f the EFV was incorlSistent with those revealed in the previous studies･ It is suggested that the pr｡peny

｡r the task is lnnuential in detemlnlng the extent and the shape of he EFV･

Key words: effective l'eId or view, sp.,tJight metaphor, visual attention･

INTRODUCTION

when we pe品m a panicular behavior, such as reading a book or driving a carl Our eyes

go on movlng fbr gettlng the neccesary infb-ation･ This kind of moving me eyes is called

saccadic movement. in which the flXation polnt moves in a discrete manner in every 300 msec･

The distance of徹ation between one point and the next is changed by the task required to the

subject. The visual r.eld in which one can get the info-ation to need for the ong0.mg behavior

is called the eHective field of view (EFV). There were a lot of studies that investigated the extent

of the EFV, and many discussions were conducted lbr that size･

The investlgations of EFV can be class嵐d into two groups, the studies by the res廿icted

visual fleld method and those by the dual task method･ The restricted visual I.eld method

examined h pehmance by namOWing the subject's visible area･ Saida and lkeda (1979)

moved a mask that had a window in the center, synchronizing Wm the eye movements, so that

me subjects co血d view only the smaⅡ area through me window･ The subjects were requested to

read Japanese sentences･ The res山S showed that the time needed fbr the reading was prolonged

when the window was nanowed less than 10 de伊ee in visual angle･ They domed this area as

the EFV for the Japanese reading. McConkie and Rayner (1975) used the similar task and

showed that the ETV corresponding 12 to 15 letters was necessary for the English reading･

In the dual task method, the stimuli were presented on the central and the peripheral visual

rleld･ By measurlng the performance for the peripheral stimuli･ the EFV for the central task was
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estimated. Ikeda and Takeuchi (1975) provided three magnitudes of load for the central task,

and showed that the high load reduced the correct answers on the location iden舶cation task in

the peripheral vision. Williams (1982) presented two letters in the central, and requested

subjects to make a sameld鵬rent judgement f♭r the letters or to class申the letters into vowels or

consonants･ The peripheral task was the orientation discrimination of a sho証ine･ The results

sh.Wed that the EFV for the orientation disctimination task was more Harrowed at the classiqing

task than at the sameldi鵬rent jJgement task･

Howeve㌦ these investlgations seem to have some procedmal problems･ At缶t言he load

was domed by the researchers without any expehments lbr checking the ma邸litudes of load･

Anomer problem is the relationships between the central and the peripheral task･ The EFV is

considered to be an area in which the subjects get the us誼l i晶,rmation fbr the ongolng behavior,

merefbre言he central task must be closely related to the peripheral task･ However言n the

previous studies㍉here were no relationships between the central task and the peripheral one膏r

instance, the identiqing task used in the central vision and the orientation detection task in the

peripheral･

In the present research, We investigated the EFV in consideration of the problems mentioned

above. The load fbr the central task was denned by the discrimination reaction time, and the

same task was adopted fbr the peripheral task･ These improvements would reveal more precise

and meaningmu characteristics of the EFV･

ExI,RRlMENT 1

In Experiment ら we measured the magnitude of the task load･ For this purpose, We

adopted the task discriminatlng Whether the presented dot-pattems were symmetric or not･

Manupuladng the numbers of conelated dots in asymmetric pattems･ reaction times were

measured as indicatlng the load of the discrimination task･

MET.HOD

su擁cts‥ Ten college students were panicIPated in the experiment･ They had nomal and

coHected-to-normal vision and no knowledge about the experiment･

stimuli and Apparatus: The stimuli were presented on a display (MAG DX-15T), and

controlled by a personal computer (NEC PC-9801 RA) i The stimulus was a square (2･3 × 2･3

degree in visual angle), having 16 dots in each side, and the density orthe dots was 50%･ The

symmetric or asymmetric patterns were made by ananging the dots (Fig･ 1) ･ The degree of

symmetry was derlned by the percentages of correlated dots plotted on the right and len side of

the pattem These percentages were changed in 16 steps什om O% to 93･75%, every 6･25%･

procedure: The task or the subject was to discriminate whether the stimuli presented at the

centrer of the display were symmmetric or not, and the reaction times fbr the discrimination were

measured by presslng One Of two keys･ If me subject made an eHOr, a Shon beep slgnal was

presented･ Trials were blocked by the percentages of coHelated dots, and the order ｡f the blocks

were counterbalanced between subjects. The trial was staned presentlng the徹ation mark that
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醒撞摘
Flg･ 1 Samples of山e stimuli. a)言,), (･)

show 0　%, 50%, and loo‰

dot-conelated pattern, reSPe

r,tivelv. The lOO%　dot-｡Orre

lated pattem is a complete

symmetric Fatten I

was a square of the same size as the dot-pattern, and a randomibreperiod什om 150 to 250 msec

was glVen･ Then, the symmetric or asymmetric pattern was presented on the徹ation mark･

This pattem was presented until me subject pressed the key･

RESULTS AND DISCLTSSION

Fi糾re. 2 Shows the mean discrimination reaction times and the mean percentage of conect

answers as a請nction of the percentages of comelated dots･ The reaction time increased and the

correct answer decreased with the increase in percentages of correlated dots･ Therefore, We can

consider the discrimination became more di鮪cult in the higher percentages of conelated dots,

and the load of the present task changed monotomically by the manupJation of dot-CoHelation･

Therelbre, 6･25%, 56･25% and 75% conelation conditions were chosen fbr Expehment 2,

because they had almost he same inteⅣals in reaction times and the percentages of conect

responses lbr them were au above 80% (Fig. 3)
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Fig･ 2･ Mean dischminatioI, reactioll times and mean percentages of

conect answers as a mnction of the percentages ｡f c｡Ⅲelated

d｡ts. Venical line shows standard diviatlOn.
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Fig言う･ Three de訂eeS Or the percentages conelated dots chosen

后om the data obtained in expenment I･ They had almost

he same ,Ilte…als in reaction times･ The percelltage日,∫

correct responses tor them were all above 80%. These

degrees were used in Expehment 2 as a load or tasks.

ExpERIMENT2

In Expehment 2, we examined the relationships between the load in the central task and the

size of the EFV, utilizlng the magnitude of the task load measured in Experiment 1 I

MRTHOD

Su擁cts: Ten college students panlClpated in the experiment. Seven of men had

pa証cIPated in Experiment l･ Au subjects had normal or conected-to-no-al vision and no

knowledge of the expehment･

Stimuli and Apparatus: The stimuli and apparatus used in Experiment 2 was the same as

those in Experiment 1 ･ The asymme廿ic pattems used in this experiment were chosen based on

the results orExperiment 1 ･ The stimuli were presented in the center and peripheral visual r.Old,

simultaneously･ The center stimulus had also a role of nxation polnt･ The display was divided

in 7 × 7 matrlX, ln Which the possible positions of the peripheral stimuli were 48, except the

center stimulus.

Hocedure: The central and pehpheral task were to answer whether the presented stimuli

were symmetlY Or note The thal was staned with presentlng the徹ation mark, and a fbreperiod

about 450 msec was glVen･ Then, the central and peripheral stimuli were presented

simultaniousLy tor 200 msec･ The subject was required to answer by pressmg the keys Eor the

cemal stimulus, then f♭r peripheral one successively･
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Fig･ 4･ Maps or the mean percentages or conect judgements f♭r the peripheral stim品目br each dot-conelatlOn

conditiom (ai 6.25%, A: 56.25%, ci 75･00% ). Darker areas show more dirr･cult areas in discrimi-tmg

whether the presented stimJi were symmethc or not･ These maps indicate that the higher load fbr the

central task nanows the EFV.

RESULT~s AND DISCUSSi0ヽ

Figure 4 shows the maps of the mean percentage correct judgement for the peripheral stimuli

in each dot-coHelation condition･ These resJts show that the higher task loads provided by the

central stimuli decreased the coHect answers. This deterioration reHects the reduction of the

EFV size.

In another analysis for peripheral stimuli, the numbers of peripheral cells, which were

conectly reponed with accuracy more than 75% , were counted in each dot-conelation condition

(Fig･ 5) ･ The obtained mnction clearly reveals that the EFV size reduces monotonically w血

the increase of the load f♭r the central task.

6　　　　　　4　　　　　　2　　　　　　0　　　　　　82222

73eJJ03%SLJeddnslle3JOJaqunuueeW

6.25     56.25     75.00

Percentage of corre一ated dots

Fig･ 5･ Numbers of peripheral ceus. which were comeCdy reponed

with accuracy more than 75%･ were counted in each doト

conelat10n COndition.
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These res山s can be intepreted in te-s of me characteristics of visual a的ntion･ There is

a pophr metaphor of the visual attention cdled `spodight analogy'(Jonides, 19紳Posner,

1980). This metaphor assumes a spotlight like beam in the visual field, and this beam can be

controlled independent h･om the eye movement･ The spotlight moves to the consciously focused

area and me objects in that area take precedence over the other area. Many theories adopted

me spodight metaphor to explain the human attentiond pe論mances (C.g., Treisman & Celade,

1980).

We considered that this metaphor co血d also explain he EFV･ The obtained EFV can be

regarded as an accumulation of the movlng SPOdight dming the required tasks･ More precisely,

the spodight might stay in the central vision b抗,re beginnlng the dal, and when the peripheral

stimuli presented, subject might move me spotlight to me pehpheral position a丑er processing the

cenmal stimulus, because they were required to answer both he stim山･ At this polnt言f the

centrd stimulus w,as d舶C山to judge言n the high load condition, more attentional resources might

be spent lbr the central task and it became di維cult to move me spodight to hr positions. As a

result, the EFV would be fb-ed re∬ecting the mobility of the spodight during the task･

The shape of me EFV has been reponed to be a hohzontauy elongated ellipse in many

anicles (e･g･, 已ngel, 1971) i However言n he present study, the obtained shape of me EFV was

a venicdly elongated ellipse･ This inconsistency indicates that the shape of the EFV is

innuenced by the interaction between the characteristics of the stimJi and those of the tasks･

The stimuli used in this study had ve証cal axis of symmetIY, and the tasks were to judge whether

the presented pattems were symmedc or note In this son of stimuli, when he peripheral pattem

presented at the upperlor below position agalnSt the central stimJus, lt might be much easy to

judge their symmetly･ Accordingly言f the symmetric pattems have a hohzontal axIS, the shape

of the EVF would spread widely ln the horizontal direction･ This possibility should be

investlgated in mmer study･
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